
Careers: Sales Engineer -
Development Planning

What would you do in this role?

As a key member of our sales team you will support sales and implementation of Actenum’s Asset
Development Planning (ADP) product. You will help to qualify prospective and existing Oil & Gas
customer opportunities, demonstrating the product when appropriate, and explaining how it
meshes with Actenum’s operational scheduling product. You will periodically develop
proof-of-concept demonstrations using sample customer data, and provide technical
presentations concerning the ADP product. You will also act in an advisory role on product
implementation projects, assisting the Actenum Services team to successfully integrate the ADP
product into customer planning and operational scheduling business processes.

What would be expected of you?

You will need a deep technical understanding of Actenum’s DSO product’s capabilities, how it is
best used in asset planning cycles, and will need to relate this to business needs.  Your
demonstrations will illustrate how the product may be used to model and understand the
economic impact of multiple factors (such as number, type, and location of multiple wells, facility
and gathering network constraints, production forecasts) on development plans and expected
outcomes.

To be successful in this position, you will need to fit into a small company environment and be able
to take on challenges that are not found in more structured organizations. You must also be a
proactive and independent thinker, able to take ownership of tasks with little supervision. And,
you must enjoy working in a highly collaborative environment, where mentorship is an important
aspect of the job. As one of Actenum’s main sales contacts you will:

● Plan and conduct effective product and company presentations/demonstrations to
prospective and existing customers, to aid in the successful sale of Actenum’s ADP product

● Assist in qualifying prospects, in conjunction with the relevant Account Manager, to
accurately determine product fit, and probability of success

● Address prospectIve customer questions in a comprehensive manner to ensure
satisfaction

● Act in an advisory role during product implementation projects, in association with our
Services team

● Support marketing activities, including trade shows and industry seminars
● Conduct research and disseminate knowledge concerning target market segments and

customers
● Provide feedback to product management/product development, concerning market

needs and product features



What skills and experience do you need?

● Experience in asset development planning, particularly forecasting and transition from
planning to operational execution

● Proven practical experience with Quorum’s Enersight and/or similar development planning
solutions

● A minimum of three years of experience in a high-technology pre-sales support role
● Strong presentation/demonstration/teaching skills
● Excellent communication skills
● Proven strategic and tactical thinker (problem solver)
● Reliable, flexible, and collaborative work style
● Dealing with constraints which are outside your control in a calm and professional manner
● Degree in Petroleum Engineering, or similar

Why work for Actenum?

Your work will contribute to innovative products that provide high value to our customers.

● We have a casual, flexible, and agile work environment.
● You will enjoy the benefits and opportunities of a long-established, growing company,

without the risks and high-pressure of a startup.
● You’ll be able to take advantage of our generous company holiday policies (Christmas

through to New Year is a company holiday, for example).
● Our team is highly collaborative,  and you’ll have the opportunity to visit Vancouver for

team meetings (if you are working remotely from another city in Canada or the United
States).

Contact us

If you are interested in this position and believe that you possess the required skills and
experience outlined above, please send a copy of your resume, together with a covering letter
describing your goals and interests, to: info@actenum.com.

Please note that we carefully review each application that we receive, but we will only contact you
if we would like to interview you.

About Actenum Corporation

Actenum Corporation develops advanced software for scheduling upstream operations. Our
products create shareholder value for our customers by increasing operational efficiency,

mailto:info@actenum.com


reducing cycle times, and improving collaboration within project teams. And we combine deep
knowledge of optimization and up-stream scheduling best practices to provide tangible
improvements to drilling program productivity.

We offer a challenging and dynamic environment where you can bring your skills and experience
to bear on important issues facing major oil & gas organizations. We put a premium on delivering
innovative and quality solutions, while having fun doing it.


